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Purpose
University of South Florida is having problems successfully communicating to its students. They are exploring new 
social media avenues to communicate more efficiently and quickly. This study is being conducted to 
determine student’s current involvement with USF’s social media sites and to learn how they can further increase 
student membership with their online presence.

Objectives
*To determine current perceptions of USF’s communication with students through social media
*To understand the problem USF is having communicating with its students electronically
*To increase awareness and involvement of USF’s social media for students
*To raise awareness of how USF is upgrading their communication

Conducted by: Kasandra Vok, Emily Givens, Kirsten Calandra & Kathy Drury

Methodology
The method we used to conduct our research was interviewing a random sample of eight USF students. The stu-
dents were chosen at random based on the convenience of the group member conducting the interviews. The eight 
people that were interviewed were all students at USF. A couple of our group members preferred to interview mass 
communications majors, while other group members choose to interview a more diverse population. We all con-
ducted the interviews between March 21 and March 27. The length of the interviews varied from 2-10 minutes. The 
interviews were recorded on recording devices such as a voice memo application on the iPhone, and then uploaded 
to a computer. The use of Audacity was not necessary for this research project.



Results 
Perceptions of USF’s Communication
A portion of the population of the students at USF are currently 
involved and satisfied with USF’s communication through social 
media.
A large portion of the students interviewed were satisfied with the 
communication they use here at USF. Although they use differ-
ent outlets to receive their information, such as Blackboard, texts, 
emails or even the Youtube channel, they find these outlets helpful 
and informative.
“I found it really helpful, because I feel like they inform you on a lot 

of things going on. And it helps you keep up with things going on on campus.” -Summer P.
“I’m on the emergency text message system. I get emails from the different departments and the Marshall 
Center...I’m not subscribed to tweets. I have the Facebook page liked...” -Valerie S.
None of these students were fully informed and involved with all aspects of USF’s social media.
There was not one student that used every portal to receive information. Some were not even aware that USF had a 
presence in these outlets.    
“No, I’ve never look up information that way.” - Sarah V.
“I prefer to just stay academic. I like Blackboard. That’s it.” -Avril S.
Understanding Problems with Electronic Communication
Students feel like there is an overload of communication coming from too many outlets.
Several of the students commented that since USF has so many students, organizations and departments, informa-
tion is being thrown at students constantly and there is no filter or organization to its delivery.
“But I think the problem that you’re facing with such a huge university is that there is so many different modes of 
communication ... I feel like if I were to get emails from everything going on and tweets it would be hard to keep 
track of it all...” - Valerie S.
“I like out convenient it is that you can find it online, but I don’t like how many of them there are.” -Jessica S.
Although there is loads of information, students feel like they do not receive information that they want to hear 
about. Students commented that they would love to hear about certain events happening on campus in certain 
departments but since there is not an organized way to receive the exact information the want, they end up missing 
relevant information.  
“It would be cool if USF had one central site to get all of the information on everything going on on campus at one 
time.” -Hatham A.
“I’m not a part of Twitter, so I don’t see those updates.” -Summer P.
Awareness and Involvement for USF’s Social Media
Students are aware of most social media outlets for USF, however, involvement in these sites are extremely lacking.
Although there is an online presence for Facebook and Twitter, most of these sites do not see much traffic. Some 
students agreed that they would participate in the games and contests through social media, however, several were 
not interested.
“I’m not really to familiar with the twitter or the other things but the Facebook is kind of quiet. They mention stuff 
on the library page but not much on the Facebook.” - Hatham A.
“I’m not subscribed to tweets. I have the facebook page liked but I don’t get anything from it.” - Valerie S.
Awareness of How USF is Upgrading Communication
Through our research from these interviews, USF will upgrade its communication to further enhance student’s com-
munication with its students through social media. 



Interview Transcripts

Kathy: Hi I’m Kathy Drury here with a USF student to talk about social media issues at the
University of South Florida. With me today is Nicole McClure. Hi Nicole. 
Nicole: Hi
Kathy: Can you tell me your age, major and year in school?
Nicole: I am 21, majoring in organizational communications and I am a senior.
Kathy: Great thank you, and as part of the communications department at USF are you involved in any of USF’s social media sites?
Nicole: No, I’m not.
Kathy: Okay great we can look at those right now. Here’s our first site the USF Facebook.
Nicole: Oh wow (she started to view the sites here)
Kathy: Have you seen this before?
Nicole: No, I’ve never seen this before I didn’t even know it existed.
Kathy: What about USF Twitter? 
Nicole: USF has a Twitter? 
Kathy: You can see they update about the sports and different information about the university. Have you used any of the videos on Youtube 
or the University of South Florida channel?
Nicole: Oh wow, there’s even a soccer thing? How long’s this been around?
Kathy: Years. 
Nicole: Wow. Didn’t know. that’s interesting.
Kathy: How do you feel about these sites?
Nicole: I think it’s pretty cool; it gives me a different perspective on the university. It’s kind of cool to see that the university even cares about 
social media. I had no idea. 
Kathy: Ya, Do you find any of these sites interesting or anything on them interesting? 
Nicole: I think the Youtube one is the most interesting to me. 
Kathy: Ya, the different videos relating to USF are cool. Do you receive any information electronically from USF?
Nicole: Oh yea, I get lots of emails and during the emergencies texts. No tweets I don’t have twitter.

Nicole McClure

Conclusion
Eight USF students, chosen at random, participated in our interviews about USF’s social media. The results from the 
interviews indicated that these students weren’t aware of the various social media platforms that USF has. Most of 
the students interviewed felt that they were well-informed, though. This is most likely because they are satisfied with 
the information they receive from e-mails and Blackboard. Also, most of them receive texts from USF and find them 
useful. Almost all of them felt that there are too many channels and an overload of information from USF. All but 
one student said they would participate in contests and games.
There are a few suggestions we have for USF’s social media. First, many of the students interviewed indicated that 
there was an issue of too much information given to them and too many channels to choose from to access the 
information. USF should provide more filter options on its social media and informational websites to better satisfy 
the needs of the students. USF could encourage more students to visit its social media websites by offering contests 
and games for the students. USF should continue its text updates since most of the students interviewed subscribe to 
these texts and are satisfied with the information they receive from them. Last, almost every student mentioned the 
need for a calendar to inform them about upcoming events. USF should send out a monthly or weekly calendar that 
would include academic and social events.



Emily: This is Emily Givens interviewing Valerie Schein who is a senior mass communications and phycology student here at USF. I’m going 
to ask you a series of questions about USF’s social media, just answer each question to the best of your ability. Question 1, Are you involved 
with USF’s social media sites? (twitter, fbook, usf youtube channel, etc)
Valerie:  I’d say on facebook I am but not on any of the other sites. 
Emily: Ok, I’m now going to show Valerie usf.edu. How do you feel about this site? 
Valerie: I feel like it’s pretty well organized, I use this site a lot. Most of the stuff is where you would want it to be. It’s relatively easy to use. I 
kind of miss the system where they had it set up where it’s like for students, for professors, for families or whatever so you could get to the 
part that you want, rather then having to look at everything else. I feel like it made it easier to find what you wanted. The layout that they 
have now is ok.  
Emily: Have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
Valerie: No, usually if I’m looking for something for school, I’ll look on the USF website or on the Marshall Center website. 
Emily: How helpful did you find the information on these sites?
Valerie: The social media sites?
Emily: Yes. 
Valerie: Well I never use them so not that helpful.  
Emily: Do  you receive any information electronically from USF? (email, twitter, fbook, texts)
Valerie: I’m on the emergency text message system. I get emails from the different departments and the Marshall Center, since I’m a student 
organization leader. I’m not subscribed to tweets. I have the facebook page liked but I don’t get anything from it.   
Emily: If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on campus? If not 
explain.
Valerie: I don’t really know what other organizations you would want USF to be affiliated with, maybe for volunteering purposes, but you 
know I think there is an ok level of communication. I feel like it could always be better.  But I think the problem that you’re facing with such 
a huge university is that there is so many different modes of communication and places for information to come from that even if you were 
to try to get all of that stuff out it would just be to much. I feel like if I were to get emails from everything going on and tweets it would be 
hard to keep track of it all because it would be too much stuff. I feel like it would be nice to choose what information you wanted and only 
get stuff about the information you were interested in. 
Emily: What do you like or not like about these methods? You pretty much just answered this question so we’ll move on to the next one. 
Do you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student?
Valerie: Like I said, I think it would be really good to choose what things you wanted to hear about and only get that stuff cause I feel like 

Valerie Schein

Kathy: Do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations on campus, whether using the 
emails or texts or anything else?
Nicole: Ya, I feel like the emails are the most effective for me cause I check my emails pretty frequently. 
Kathy: Cool. What do you like or not like about these methods?
Nicole: I like that it’s more direct but I don’t like that it clogs up my inbox and outbox but overall I think it’s a great idea to stay in con-
tact with your students. 
Kathy: So you just get too many emails?
Nicole: Sometimes, sometimes.
Kathy: Okay so if maybe they were more filtered and better directed towards your interests they might be better received?
Nicole: Absolutely, ya
Kathy: Okay, well do you have any other suggestions for how the system could be changed to better meet your needs besides decreasing 
your inbox?

Nicole: Not that I can think of. I think they do a pretty decent job overall. Just those minor, minor things I don’t like. 
Kathy: Okay, cool, well what kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF?
Nicole: I’d like to know more about the research they’re doing since USF is such a huge research university. Maybe some music and art 
type stuff. Cause mostly I get sports things? There’s a baseball game tonight, there’s a basketball game tonight. Ya know, I like to branch 
out a little more. 
Kathy: Would you get involved in contests and games if they were available on these sites? Like would that help maybe interest you 
more in them?
Nicole: Ya, ya I’d try it out.
Kathy: So maybe if they emailed you telling you twitters having a game or if you get involved you’ll win different prizes on campus or 
around campus you’d be interested?
Nicole: Ya
Kathy: Would you like to use social media more for entertainment or just information?
Nicole: Just information
Kathy: Okay great, thank you Nicole!
Nicole: No problem. 



Hatham Al-Shibibi
Emily: This is Emily Givens interviewing Hatham Al-Shibibi who is a senior mass communications student at here at USF. I’m going to ask 
you a series of questions about USF’s social media, just answer them to the best of your ability. Question one, are you involved with USF’s 
social media sites? (twitter, fbook, usf youtube channel, etc)
Hatham: I’m friends with them on facebook at the USF Tampa campus and the library, I’m friends with them on facebook but not anywhere 
else. 
Emily: How do you feel about each of these sites? (look at sites) 
Hatham: I’m not really to familiar with the twitter or the other things but the facebook is kind of quiet. They mention stuff on the library 
page but not much on the facebook. The library page has interesting articles on world affairs but not much on the usf one.  
Emily: Have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
Hatham: Not intentionally no. I would be surfing the news feed on google or something like that and find something that the libraryposted 
and then click on it and read it and then I would gain information that way but I’ve never intentionally gone to one of those sites. 
Emily: How helpful did you find the information on these sites?
Hatham: Not really that helpful, it’s just a facebook page, it’s not really there for information. I get a lot more information from the emails 
sent out. 
Emily: Speaking of that, do you receive any information electronically from USF? (email, twitter, fbook, texts)
Hatham: Yeah, I’m subscribed to the head of the mass communication’s email, the PRSSA emails, the school emails, the oasis emails and you 
know all those emails you get at the beginning of the semester about updates to the college from the arts and sciences department. I find 
those emails much more helpful because they are in bullet format, they are easy to read and when you’re in a hurry and you need to find 
important dates or information about graduation or breaks or something like that it’s right there. I actually prefer the emails to the social 
media sites.   
Emily: If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on campus? If not 
explain.
Hatham: Yeah, I feel like USF does a pretty good job. It would be cool if USF had one central site to get all of the information on everything 
going on on campus at one time. Like one site you could go to to get all the information about everything going on during the week with all 
the organizations that would be pretty good. It seems like all the organizations and all the sports are kind of all over the place and you just 
kind of find out about them through word of mouth or advertising which is obviously useful but it would be cool if USF had one central 
website that had, what is there is to do one Tuesday night this week. Then you go to this one website and it would tell you. I’m sure there is a 
calendar somewhere but they should probably make it easier to get to.   
Emily: What do you like or not like about these methods, which you pretty much just answered so we’ll move on to the next question. Do 
you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student?
Hatham: No, not really. Those emails are pretty useful. I mean, I understand that I am one of 45,000 students and whatever here and I 
understand that I may not get an answer right off the bat. I might have to go stand in a line but that’s the price you pay for going to a school 
this big, I don’t have a problem this big. So I would say it’s pretty useful. I get everything done that I’m supposed to get done from what I 

to some extent if you get on the mailing list of and organization or campus rec you get stuff from that group but it isn’t necessarily a lot 
and it isn’t necessarily helpful. SO it would be really nice to have it approved upon. I feel like if there was one central place and you could 
go through them all and be like, this is all the things I want to hear about, then you could have all those news letters funneled to you 
without having to go to each individual website and find them yourself life would be way easier. And I feel like students would be more 
involved on campus too if that happened. We would know what was going on and would have a way to make plans better then just find-
ing out last second because somebody told me.  
Emily: What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF? (entertainment, information, etc)
Valerie: I’d really like to hear more special events going on on campus because I feel like those are really helpful. I found out about the 
university lecture series having Duff Goldman come in but I found out the day that he was coming in and I couldn’t move anything in 
my schedule by then. So I’d like to find out about major events on campus, obviously things that have to do with classes. So registra-
tion and advising stuff. I feel like it would be nice to know  when the career center is doing stuff and campus rec is doing stuff. Cause 
those are things I’m interested in because I’m graduating soon and I’m looking at jobs. I also like doing outdoorsy stuff and I like being 
active so I find campus rec interesting it shouldn’t be limited to stuff that I like. I feel like everyone should have the chance to pick what 
information they want and get it to them without having to go through what organizations would have a newsletter and how to sign up 
for the newsletter and all of that junk.   
Emily: Would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media? 
Valerie: It depends, when I worked at Lowry Park they did a lot of facebook competitions where you could post something and you 
could win a prize or whatever and I feel like it is all good and fun but I don’t feel like I’d know what purpose it would serve for the 
university. I feel like it would just be a waste of resources to give away free stuff online. Plus I don’t know that it would give any benefit 
to you because you already have your audience. Your students are your audience and if you’re giving them good information they want 
it. If they hear from other students that you should be on this twitter channel, you should have this friended on facebook, they’ll do it. 
You don’t have to give the stuff to get them to sign up for it because you are already giving them a benefit by telling them what’s going on 
on campus, by telling them to sign up for classes, by helping them figure out what things they want to know. So no, I really don’t feel like 
contests are relevant. I mean if you’re letting them know about contests that are going on on campus then great. But I don’t feel like the 
university needs to waste money by giving away stuff on social media. 
Emily: Thank you Valerie for participating this survey. Your input is greatly appreciated.  



Summer Pope

Kasandra: Hi, I’m Kasandra Vok, here with a USF student to talk about social media issues at the University of South Florida. 
Kasandra: Can you tell me your name & age?
Summer: Summer Pope, I’m 21 years old.
Kasandra: Also, you major & year in school?
Summer: A Junior & Health Science major.
Kasandra: Great, Thank You! As a USF student are you involved with any of USF’s social media sites?
Summer: I’m a part of a lot of the Facebook groups that USF has. 
Kasandra: Now how do you feel about all of the USF networking sites? And I’ll show you them here. Here is the USF Facebook page. 
Have you ever seen this before?
Summer: Yes.
Kasandra: Have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
Summer: Yes. 
Kasandra: And here’s the Twitter account. Have you seen this before?
Summer: No.
Kasandra: Are you a part of Twitter?
Summer: No.
Kasandra: And here’s the USF YouTube Channel. Have you ever seen this before?
Summer: Yes.
Kasandra: And you used it to gain information?
Summer: Yes. 
Kasandra: How helpful did you find the information on these sites?
Summer: I found it really helpful, because I feel like they inform you on a lot of things going on. And it helps you keep up with things 
going on on campus. 
Kasandra: Do you receive any information electronically from USF? Via email, Twitter, Facebook, or texts?
Summer: I get texts and emails from USF.
Kasandra: If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on campus?
Summer: Yes.
Kasandra: What do you like or not like about these methods?
Summer: I like them because it’s a very up-to-date way to keep people informed and stuff. I don’t know, I would say maybe I dislike 
them because there are too many mediums to keep up with.
Kasandra: OK, thank you. Do you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student?

find out about these emails.  
Emily: What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF? (entertainment, information, etc)
Hatham: Not really much else. Just it would be cool if we had that one central site or if there is one that having it more accessible more 
visible. Because, I mean no one clicks through a bunch of websites anymore. We are living in a media results age so I mean, put it 
somewhere it’s easy to get to. 
Emily: Would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media? 
Hatham: No.
Emily: And why is that? 
Hatham: No, I’ve never been into that. 
Emily: Ok, thank you Hatham for participating in this survey. Your input is greatly appreciated. 



Jessica Samman

Kasandra: Hi, I’m Kasandra Vok, here with a USF student to talk about social media issues at the University of South Florida. 
Kasandra: Can you tell me your name & age?
Jessica: Jessica Samman and I’m 20.
Kasandra: Also, you major & year in school?
Jessica: Special Education and I’m a sophomore.
Kasandra: Great, Thank You! As part of the USF School, are you involved with any of USF’s social media sites?
Jessica: I’m friends with USF on Facebook. 
Kasandra: How about Twitter and the YouTube Channel?
Jessica: No, I haven’t seen those.
Kasandra: So out of the one you have seen, how do you feel these sites? 
Jessica: I like the USF Facebook and the USF Library page, because I always go there to see the library times and who checks in.
Kasandra: Good. Have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
Jessica: Yea, to see who’s at the library!
Kasandra: And how helpful did you find the information on these sites?
Jessica: I found it helpful when I’m trying to see hours of operation, and events that are going on at the school, and things like that. 
Jessica: Great! Do you receive any information electronically from USF? 
Jessica: I get emails and texts, when there’s like emergencies on campus.
Kasandra: If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on campus?
Jessica: Yea.
Kasandra: Ok, What do you like or not like about these methods?
Jessica: I like out convenient it is that you can find it online, but I don’t like how many of them there are.
Kasandra: Like the overload?
Jessica: Yea.
Kasandra: Do you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student?
Jessica: Maybe, sending more texts. Because that’s more direct I guess. 
Kasandra: Ok, good idea. What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF? Like entertainment, information?
Jessica: All of that sounds great.
Kasandra: Okay, and would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media?
Jessica: Yes, definitely!
Kasandra: Okay, Thank you!
Jessica: Your welcome!

Summer: Probably making it more general not having so many different sites to go to, and maybe making one big Facebook. Because I’m 
not a part of Twitter, so I don’t see those updates. 
Kasandra: Ok. What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF? Like entertainment, information, stuff about clubs?
Summer: All of that would be good. I would like to know stuff going on on-campus, things that I normally wouldn’t be informed of. 
Kasandra: Okay, and would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media?
Summer: Yea. I think so.
Kasandra: Okay, Thank you!
Summer: Your welcome!



Valorie O’Brien
Kathy: Hi, I’m Kathy Drury here with a USF student to talk about the social media issues at the University of South Florida. With me today 
is Valorie O’Brien. Hi Valorie.
Valorie: Hi Kathy.
Kathy: Okay to start can you give me your age, major and year in school?
Valorie: I am 21 years old, I am studying exercise science and I am a senior in that area. 
Kathy: Very nice. Are you involved with USF’s social media sites?
Valorie: I follow USF on Twitter. 
Kathy: Do you just follow the sports or school?
Valorie: Mmhmm I follow a couple of them. I follow USF athletics in general and both soccer teams and the football team. 
Kathy: How do you feel about these sites?
Valorie: I like them. I think the USF athletics give good overall updates on what’s going on. It’s hard to follow with everything going on all 
the time. It’s nice to be quickly updated. 
Kathy: Have you seen any of these pages, this is the USF Channel?
Valorie: I can’t say that I have.
Kathy: This gives all kinds of updates on different areas in the school and Youtube has a bunch of different links and stories on various 
things.
Valorie: Oh wow how often are these things posted?
Kathy: It depends; it varies depending on the sites.  Any moment really, Twitter constant updates on different stuff related to school. You can 
even find a Facebook for USF and like it and they have a lot of different clubs. PRSSA is one I’m involved with 
Valorie: What’s that stand for?
Kathy: It’s a public relations club at the university and it has different updates on speakers and transfer students and everything you can 
think of. There’s actually different clubs. They probably have the exercise science club you’d be interested in. 
Valorie: Oh yea, that would be cool to get updates on too. 
Kathy: So do you receive any information electronically from USF like emails or texts or Tweets. 
Valorie: I think in my email I get a Note-a-Bull email about events going on at USF then I just follow the athletic groups on twitter.
Kathy: For what you do follow do you feel USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on 
campus?
Valorie: Yes, I think when I don’t have too much time I don’t read everything there is on the emails but for the time when I am looking to be 
connected I think it gives great information on things going on and even on a sporting event its things coming up its not even as its happen-
ing so I can be prepared to attend and have some school spirit. 
Kathy: So besides what you’re saying about emails being too long when you don’t have time would quick tidbits be better?
Valorie: Well I think they do a good job of saying and categorizing it into what I’m interested in and not but if I’m having a busy week I’m 
probably not going to read the email at all.  But I think it’s nice broken down where its easy to see what type of thing it is. If it’s something 
I’m interested in and it goes into good detail about when and where and how to get involved. 
Kathy: Okay, so for the most part it really meets your needs?
Valorie: Ya
Kathy: Okay, cool. And what kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF besides the stuff you already do, if anything?
Valorie: Well, now that I know about these websites I think those are good access points that I didn’t know about that would be good av-
enues to explore for more information. But other than that I think I’m pretty well informed. 
Kathy: Great, would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on the social media websites?
Valorie: Um, sure, it depends on the games, ya I think that would stir up some good school spirit and meet some new people so I could see 
that as a fun way to spend an afternoon.
Kathy: Okay, if you had to choose would you rather use the social media for entertainment or just information?
Valorie: I would use it for a combination of both.
Kathy: Great. Well it was nice to talk to you today Valorie
Valorie: You’re very welcome 



Avril Sanjuanelo

Kirsten: This is Kirsten Calandra interviewing--
Avril: Avril Sanjuanelo.
Kirsten: Avril, could you please spell your name—your first and last name-- for me?
Avril: Avril, A-V-R-I-L, Sanjuanelo, S-A-N-J-U-A-N-E-L-O.
Kirsten: What is your age, um, year and major at USF?
Avril: I’m 22, I’m a senior and I’m studying psychology.
Kirsten: Avril, are you involved with USF’s social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, etc.?
Avril: No, I didn’t know they had any.
Kirsten: How do you feel about each of these sites?
Avril: I don’t want to look at them now.
Kirsten: Have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
Avril: No.
Kirsten: How helpful did you find the information on these sites?
Avril: (says with a laugh) Well, I don’t know yet.
Kirsten: Do you receive any information electronically from USF? (e-mail, Twitter, Facebook, texts)
Avril: I don’t want to receive their texts, but I do receive their e-mails.
Kirsten: If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on campus? If 
not explain.
Avril: It fits my needs to stay connected to my professors and my classmates, but I don’t pay attention to other organizations on campus.
Kirsten: What do you like or not like about these methods?
Avril: I like that I can check my e-mail whenever I want. I don’t like texts—I don’t feel the need to check my—anything—from social 
sites.
Kirsten: Do you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student? Is there anything 
you’d want them to add, or—anything you’d use or do you just like it academic?
Avril: I prefer to just stay academic. I like Blackboard. That’s it.
Kirsten: What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF?(entertainment, information, etc) That’s kind of what I 
asked you before.
Avril: I’d rather get information from my classes and calendars.
Kirsten: Would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media?
Avril: No.
Kirsten: Alright. Thank you so much!



Sarah Vodicka

Kirsten: This is Kirsten Calandra interviewing---
Sarah: Sarah Vodicka.
Kirsten: Sarah, could you please spell your first and last name?
Sarah: Sarah, S-A-R-A-H, Vodicka, V-O-D-I-C-K-A.
Kirsten: Sarah, what is your age, year and major?
Sarah: I am 20 years old, my year is a junior, and I’m an accounting major.
Kirsten: Are you involved with USF’s social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, USF Youtube Channel etc.
Sarah: I am involved with Facebook and Youtube. I don’t have a Twitter account and the USF
social networking site that was envolved, that they had freshman year, I never got involved in. I didn’t want it for only a year.
Kirsten: I think you’re talking about UConnect?
Sarah: Ya, I think. I just thought it—I assumed—that’s social networking for USF.
Kirsten: Yep.
Kirsten:How do you feel about each of these websites?
Sarah: I like the clean-cutness of Facebook. I used to like Myspace; I used to use it more, but everyone just uses Facebook so that’s why 
I use it—to keep up with everybody. I like Youtube. I don’t really put videos on there. I use it to look at it more so.
Kirsten: Specifically, have you used the USF Facebook or the USF--
Sarah: Never once have I used the USF Facebook, like UConnect, just like normal Facebook, not USF Facebook--
Kirsten: Not their page?--
Sarah: But I’ve used Blackboard and I’m familiar with that.
Kirsten: O.K. So have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
Sarah:Would that be like UConnect or would that be like going through the library to looking up--
Kirsten: That would be like going on their Facebook fan page and looking up information, or their Twitter.
Sarah: No, I’ve never look up information that way.
Kirsten: How helpful did you find the information on these sites?
Sarah: (says with a laugh) Since I didn’t really look, I’m sure that I don’t know.
Kirsten: Do you receive any information electronically from USF? (e-mail, Twitter, Facebook, texts)
Sarah: I get texts from MoBull, I think it was? It’s the alert system. And I think that’s it. I get e-mails though from the school, from the 
e-mail account, though, obviously.
Kirsten: If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with otherorganizations and students on campus? If 
not explain.
Sarah: Well, for the MoBull, I felt that—they— it wasn’t on top of it. There were a couple of 
incidents that I was getting texts a lot later than things were going on, and so, you know, it didn’t keep you up-to-date as much as it 
could’ve or it just—it didn’t inform as much as I felt that it could’ve.
Kirsten: And what about e-mails? Do you feel like you’re getting academics and organizations?
Sarah: I wish that they’d be labeled differently because there’s so much of it—it’s very difficult
to decipher what’s spam and what something actually important is.
Kirsten: O.K. That’s good. What do you like or not like about these methods? So, I guess that would be one--
Sarah: Ya, the spam. There’s so much. A lot of times it’s like—Here, there’s a Bookstore sale or 
here, there’s this, this, this—and in between that there’s an e-mail about, you know, tuition and whatever costs, things like that so it’s 
easy to miss it, kind of, or at least you don’t check it as much and then suddenly you see, ‘Oh, well, that’s really important,’ and they 
don’t put it in different color; they don’t say that this is a really important e-mail. There’s no distinction.
Kirsten:  Cool. Do you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student?
Sarah:I would make it more obvious for important e-mails, like, maybe put them in red or something if it’s very important with the 
school or something. And just to make it stand out. And I’d make the texts more timely. You know, if something’s going on or some-
thing, I want to know now as opposed to an hour later, or you know when we were waiting in class and we didn’t know if it was safe to 
go on campus that one time. And it was safe, but they kept us in the building, and because of MoBull and the communication issues, 
we had to stay an hour, and I missed a class, kind of thing, and I didn’t really appreciate that.
Kirsten: What about for Facebook? Is there something that could be changed on there to maybe 
draw you to the page—to make you look at their Facebook page?
Sarah: I mean I’ve always used Facebook just kind of as social for people of my age kind of thing—people that I talk to. Not as a busi-
ness thing. Not as, you know this. I don’t put bad stuff on my Facebook, but I don’t use it for a resume, and I don’t use it to look up 
other stuff that way. I look it up through the USF thing or Google. I didn’t even know they had information on Facebook. Even then, 
wouldn’t it be difficult to look it up on the Facebook?— because I don’t think Facebook is intended for that use.



Interview Guide
1) Are you involved with USF’s social media sites? (twitter, fbook, usf youtube channel, etc)
2) How do you feel about each of these sites? (look at sites)
3) Have you ever accessed USF’s social media sites to gain information?
4) How helpful did you find the information on these sites?
5) Do  you receive any information electronically from USF? (email, twitter, fbook, texts)
6) If so do you feel like USF currently fits your needs for staying connected with other organizations and students on 
campus? If not explain.
7) What do you like or not like about these methods?
8) Do you have any ideas about how the system can be changed to better meet your needs as a USF student?
9) What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF? (entertainment, information, etc)
10) Would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media?

Kirsten:  What kind of content would you be interested in receiving from USF? (entertainment, 
information, etc)
Sarah: Well there’s some things that I feel that you don’t know about until it tells you the day 
of kind of thing and then you really—‘Oh I might have wanted to go to that’—but you don’t really get to prepare.
Kirsten:  So maybe like a calendar that they send out?
Sarah: Ya, ya if they had a USF calendar kind of thing and marked things differently, that would 
be nice—for the month, like ‘This is when movies on the lawn are,’ and ‘These are this.’
Kirsten:  Would you get involved in contests or games if they were available on USF’s social media? There’s things like ‘If you check in on 
your FourSquare,’ or something like that—
Sarah: Oh ya, I’ve seen that, like you get to be the mayor, my friend has that.
Kirsten: Well, they’ll actually give out prizes at some companies—
Sarah: Ya, I heard that they give stickers out, too, and things like that. I’m interested in that somewhat, but I find that it gets a lot of spam 
when you start to get involved with those things so I really try to avoid it. A lot of times I feel that USF things will want to ask for my num-
ber and things like that, and I try not to give out my cell phone number, but even then, there’s been times when I’ve gotten phone calls on 
my cell phone, like telemarketings or something like that— just things I don’t want contacting me and I don’t like that. I don’t want these 
people—I don’t care—I don’t want these people contacting me. So, if I was to get more involved, I wouldn’t want to include my informa-
tion. I wouldn’t want to give my cell phone number because that information is easily sold and easily accessed by other people.
Kirsten:  O.K. Thank you!




